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The SVN classifier yielded the best performance, with 65.64% accuracy 
for adequacy, and 65.77% accuracy for fluency. 

We also calculated correlaon between our results and human judg-
ments, concluding that the SVN classifier has achieved a 65% correla-
on with human judgments of adequacy and fluency.

TThis research provides insight into how to evaluate the translation 
quality of large, heterogeneous collections of short texts, such as meta-
data records in libraries. The highest performance was achieved by ap-
plying a dimensionality reduction approach to the classication task, 
which included collapsing our numeric scale of quality to two catego-
ries: high quality and low quality. Our results showed that the Support 
Vector Machine classifier performed the best at predicng the adequa
cy (65.65%) and fluency (65.77%) of translaons. 

For all three classifiers, five experiments or runs were conducted: 
1. Apply the three classifiers separately for each element of each system. 
Each document is classified as having an adequacy or fluency between 1 
and 5; 
2. Combine the four metadata elements and apply the three classifiers 
separately for results from each MT system;
3.3. Same as Run 2, but this me combine results on all the elements from 
all three systems;
4. Create a new dataset from Run 3’s and apply three classes instead of 
five: “low quality”, “adequate quality”, and “high quality”.
5. Create a new dataset from Run 3’s and apply only two classes: “low 
quality” and “high quality”

The Data

The evaluaon of Machine Translaon (MT) can be conducted manually and 
automacally, but both approaches have their challenges. Humans MT evalu-
aon is difficult, expensive, and me-consuming; When no reference transla-
ons are available, it is impossible to conduct automac evaluaon. Is it pos-
sible to predict the performance of an MT system without reference transla-
ons? 

The purpose of this study was to explore the possibility of applying Machine 
Learning (ML) for MT evaluaon. We explored the use of supervised ML tech-
niques to predict the adequacy and fluency of machine translaons.

How well do classifiers trained to disnguish between high-quality and 
low-quality translaons predict the adequacy and fluency of metadata re-
cords translated from English to Spanish? 

Introducon and Research Queson

Our data comes from a previous project evaluang machine translaon 
for digital metadata records [1]. 
• Size and content: 2,000 English metadata records, and their Spanish 
translaons 
• Translated by: three online MT services: Google Translate, Bing and 
Yahoo! Babel Fish (now inacve). Each record has three translaons. 
• Evaluated by: humans using adequacy and fluency scales of 1-5. 

Adequacy and Fluency Score Pairs for Each Dataset

Process of Reducon of Classificaon Ambiguity

Adequacy and Fluency Results for Run 5Soware used: Weka, an open-source machine learning tool to predict 
fluency and adequacy. 

Se ngs: Weka's built-in StringToWordVector filter for text classificaon. 
We applied the default parameters in order to establish a baseline and 
evaluated their performance using 10-fold cross-validaon. 

Classifiers applied: Three classifiers were applied to the data sets: Deci-
sion Tree, Naïve Bayes, and Support Vector Machine (SVM). 

We ended up reducing a mulple classificaon problem to a binary clas-
sificaon problem, by collapsing datasets into “low quality” and “high 
quality” translaons, where low quality were those documents classi-
fied as having an adequacy or fluency score from 1-3, and high quality 
documents were those classified as having an adequacy or fluency 
score of 4-5. This approach yielded our most promising results. 
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